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Foreword
Since 1997, the local policy of Heidelberg has been orientated towards
the implementation of the targets of the City Development Plan
Heidelberg 2010 (STEP) and the compliance with the appropriate
guidelines. This Plan is setting the scale for a policy, which assumes
responsibility for social co-existence within the City and the conservation
of an environment worth living in within the framework of an
economically prosperous community. Thus, it is at the same time
Heidelberg's Local Agenda, i.e. the programme to guarantee a sustainable
development at local level.
When the City Development Plan was adopted it was also decided to
introduce a reporting and monitoring system for measuring the success of
implementation of the targets. This requirement is met by issuing this
short version of the "First Report on the Implementation of the City
Development Plan", which refers to the period of time between 1997 and
2000 (editorial deadline was March 2001). It provides an overview of the
major results described in detail in the long version and lists all tasks
already accomplished as well as those, which have to be completed yet.
Moreover, 300 target statements of the City Development Plan are
evaluated and examples of appropriate projects, which have been
initiated, are included.
The report is the result of the work of the expert institutions, the Cityowned companies and the Agenda office newly founded in 1999, with
the Office of City Development and Statistics being mainly responsible.
In the past four years, we succeeded in beginning with the
implementation of almost all targets specified in the City Development
Plan, but for the majority of them continuous efforts are required to
ensure their success.
On the whole, Heidelberg was able to strengthen its position not only as a
preferred location for the economy but also as a preferred place of living
and working. At the same time, the environmental quality was improved.
As a "City of Science" Heidelberg has recently taken an excellent position
in various city ranking lists. Moreover, Heidelberg managed it better than
many other cities to combine economic success with a policy of social
balancing. Therefore, its chances for a successful future are generally
considered outstanding.
As has been shown by the struggle for a future-oriented traffic
development policy it is always important to reach consensus.
Numerous tasks remain to be solved, especially if it is the objective to
accept global responsibility and comply with the criteria of a sustainable
development. For this reason, it is important to always bear in mind the
objectives of the City Development Plan and to compare the results
achieved. We will continue to do so in the future, too.
If the policy of a sustainable city development that is socially responsible,
environmentally compatible and economically successful is continued to
be pursued consequently, the "First Report on the Implementation of the
City Development Plan" has already fulfilled its task.

Beate W e b e r
Lady Mayor

Preamble for the Heidelberg City Development Plan
2010 - Guidelines and Goals
Heidelberg is striving to achieve a socially responsible,
environmentally friendly and economically successful future
development whilst at the same time it wants to retain its
unique character. In doing so Heidelberg is guided by the
goal of regional and global responsibility according to the
Aalborg Charter. The key objectives of the 1974 urban
development scheme serve as a basis.
source: City Heidelberg (editor), Heidelberg City Development Plan 2010
Guidelines and Goals, Heidelberg 1997, page 9
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1. Introduction
Initial situation
In February 1997, the City Council adopted the City Development Plan
Heidelberg 2010 (STEP) with a vast majority. A multi-step discussion
process concerning the direction of development, which lasted two and
a half years preceded this decision. What was important in this context
was the dialogue with all members of society. The City Development
Plan sets the comprehensive and integrative scope of action for a policy
assuming responsibility for social co-existence and the conservation of
an environment worth living in within the framework of an economically
successful community. Its core feature is the commitment towards a
sustainable city development, which meets the requisites of the "Local
Agenda 21"1. The preamble says: “Heidelberg is striving to achieve a

socially responsible, environmentally friendly and economically successful
future development whilst at the same time it wants to retain its unique
character. In doing so Heidelberg is guided by the goal of regional and
global responsibility according to the Aalborg Charter…” Thus, the City

Development Plan is Heidelberg's Local Agenda2, on which all decisions
to be taken in local policy up to 2010 will be based. It stipulates
guidelines and objectives for all-important areas of policy and sets the
standard, which will be taken as a basis for judging the policy of the City
Council and the administration.
The following framework conditions, which were not in existence four
years ago and the importance of which were not recognised to their full
extent at that time, are currently determining not only the development
of Heidelberg but also that of other cities in Germany.
x Greater flexibility and liberalisation of the capital, goods and services
market as well as innovations in the information, communication and
transport sector are the impetus of the present globalisation process.
Due to globalisation, enterprises are no longer restricted to certain
locations and the production industries are undergoing a process of
transformation leading to an increase in service-oriented activities. At
the same time higher qualifications are required. These are new
challenges redefining the profile and conception of the promotion of
economic development and development of employment by the City
of Heidelberg.
x The growing together of Europe is becoming increasingly noticeable.
The consequences of the liberalisation policy of the European Union
are more perceptible than they were four years ago, e.g. in the
deregulation of the traffic and energy markets. It is, for instance,
planned to make the city and regional transport systems completely
subject to the rules of European-wide competition. The public
transport companies, paying wages in accordance with collective
1

At the UN conference for environment and development held in Rio in 1992
the cities and communities were charged with adopting a programme to pursue
the target of a "sustainable development at local level.
2
In 1997, the ifeu institute submitted, on behalf of the City of Heidelberg, the
report "Sustainable Heidelberg", in which the previous activities of the City were
evaluated with respect to sustainability. In this report it was recommended to
consider the City Development Plan Heidelberg 2010 as the City´s Local Agenda
21 and to supplement it by projects dealing with the North-South problems.
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bargaining agreements, which are clearly above, those paid by
competitors in Germany and abroad, are not prepared for this.
Heidelberg will then no longer benefit from the fiscal advantages,
which have so far helped the City to save taxes to the amount of
several million marks per year. The public utility and transport
companies are specifying strategic targets and have initiated
restructuring measures in order to remain competitive, to extend
their service offer and to position the Stadtwerke Heidelberg (a
public utility) as a regional energy trader.
x The housing sub-markets are developing in a different way. Despite a
general easing of the situation compared to 1997, there are difficulties, especially in the large cities in the West of Germany, in supplying
affordable dwellings to households with a low income. It remains to
be seen to what extent the recently planned changes in housing
policy will help to solve this problem. In Heidelberg, as well as in all
other communities in Germany, the financial scope of action to take
initiatives within the housing market has drastically reduced. This is
the result of the withdrawal of the Federation and the State (Land)
from housing construction sponsored with government subsidies.

x There is an increasing gap between the poor and the well off, with
the emergence of a social segmentation and splitting-up of society
into different partial societies. The traditional means of housing and
social politics are proving inadequate to cope with certain areas with
urban and social problems. These areas require a co-ordinated
quarter management policy. For this reason the Federation has
worked out a special development programme called " City of Social
Balance" from which also a district of Heidelberg can profit before
negative developments are consolidated.
x Settlement development and the protection of the environment can
now be more effectively integrated than four years ago. Within the
framework of an amendment to the building code development
planning was taken one stage further. Various means are now at
hand for taking appropriate compensatory measures. Replacement
areas are, for instance, made available by the City of Heidelberg for
ecological use (introduction of a so-called "Öko-Konto"). Although
new laws and regulations have improved environmental precautions
for the City, there are still deficits in the execution of the EU
directives. The commercial and industrial waste management and
waste avoidance act are principally the right approach to reduce
waste, however, it becomes obvious that the responsibilities of the
public and private waste disposal management industry are
insufficiently regulated by it, especially with regard to the transfer of
waste from the industrial area. As far as waste management is
concerned, the City of Heidelberg has to reconcile performance and
control tasks on the one hand with the successful economic
management of the competitive situation on the other in order to be
able to exercise influence on the quality of waste disposal.
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x The Federation and the individual states (Länder) continue to shift
large parts of their costs onto the communities. From 2001 onwards,
the new law on tax reductions means that for the City of Heidelberg
there will be higher assessments for trade tax and lower revenues
with respect to the community share in the income tax and the key
allocations granted by the state (Land).
Over the last few years, the official number of inhabitants has been
largely stagnant at 139,000. Thus, it is well away from the maximum
number of 143,000 inhabitants as assumed in the City Development
Plan. Apart from the slight increase in the number of elderly persons, the
same applies to the age structure, which has hardly changed during this
period of time. As before, the death rate is still higher than the birth
rate. A decrease in population due to the migration to the Rhine-Neckar
Triangle and Mannheim is currently still set off by supra-regional
movements.
Development of the housing population

Source: Statistical Office of Baden-Württemberg

Preparation, objectives and structure of the short
version
When the City Development Plan was adopted it was also decided to
introduce a reporting and monitoring system for measuring success and
continually reviewing targets. With this short version and the long
version of the "First Report on the Implementation of the City
Development Plan"3 this task is accomplished. The main statements of
the long version are also included in the short one.
Since the City Development Plan is at the same time Heidelberg's Local
Agenda, some steps on our way to being a city capable of managing the
future are described in the implementation report: How much distance
do we have already covered? What still lies ahead of us? What do the
next steps look like? Where do we still have to reach a consensus?
Where are our focal points and which features do we have to emphasize
in order to achieve a sustainable city development?
3

City of Heidelberg, Amt für Stadtentwicklung und Statistik (Office of City
Development and Statistics) (publisher): Where do we stand? What are our achievements? A first report on the implementation of the City Development Plan
Heidelberg 2010, long version, Heidelberg 2002, intended to be issued as CD
ROM.
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The report is the result of the work of the expert institutions and the
City-owned companies. The Agenda office, newly founded in 1999, and
the expert institutions were involved in the preparation of the report.
The main responsibility lies with the Amt für Stadtentwicklung und
Statistik (Office of City Development and Statistics). The report is based
on manifold basic decisions, reports and external studies of the last four
years and relates to the period of time between 1997 and 2000. The
editorial deadline was March 2001. Due to the volume of approximately
190 pages it seemed appropriate to issue this short version for those
readers who do not have enough time to read the long one.
In accordance with the City Development Plan the short version, too, is
split up into eight target areas. Deviating from the original sequence, the
chapter "Regional Cooperation" is now at the end of the report,
because of its strong cross-sectional character. The same applies to the
cross-sectional concerns. There is no separate chapter dealing with
sustainability since this is an integral part of the City Development Plan
as well as of all its chapters.
The short version comprises both the main statements of the individual
chapters and excerpts from the summary of the original report. An
overview in keywords and based on the evaluation of 300 target
statements of the City Development Plan is also included. On the one
hand, it lists those targets which have either already been achieved or
which have not been dealt with yet, and on the other hand, it defines
new tasks. For this reason, the region-related targets of the City
Development Plan in the chapters concerned have not been taken into
account in the overview at the end of each chapter. Original quotations
from the City Development Plan are in italics. The examples of already
accomplished tasks do not lay claim to completeness but only indicate
further important projects and measures, which are not described in the
text. Selected decisions having been taken by the City Council between
March 2001 and May 2002 (the editorial and printing deadline of the
"First Report on the Implementation of the City Development Plan") and
mayor new projects have been subsequently included in the short
overview at the end of each chapter.
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2. Target Area: Key Objectives
in Urbanism
Key Objectives
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Variety through unity, city on the river

Preserving Heidelberg's uniqueness
Economic use of building land
Preserving the unity of cityscape and landscape as an important
structural feature of urban development
Preserving and developing the essential large and small open spaces
in the City
Respecting urban qualities characteristic of small areas which are
worth preserving in the future settlement development
Strengthening the district centres as central points of supply and as
places of identification with the districts
Avoiding building barriers
More mixed-use and quality of sojourn

Results of Implementation
To implement the general objectives of the City Development Plan and
in particular the target area "Key Objectives in Urbanism" they needed
to be put into more concrete spatial terms. Therefore, a multi-layer
hierarchic planning instrument has been developed in the last few years.
Heidelberg has therefore recourse to solid conceptual fundamentals for
decision-making at a level of quality that few other cities benefit from.
Spatial Order Model, a settlement structural concept and an open space
structural concept as well as the environmental plan provide spatial
instructions for a sustainable city development which accord to the
target formulation of the City Development Plan. The city district outline
plans as well as the building schemes depend on them. They spatially
implement the targets in a concrete manner.
The settlement structural concept closes a long existing gap in superior
key objectives in urbanism and newly determines together with the open
space structural concept the outer City and the periphery. When the
Spatial Order Model was adopted, the City Council re-emphasized that it
preferred the re-utilisation and post compaction of spaces in inner-city
areas to building agricultural areas out of the City. The future success of
this will directly influence the sustainability of the city development of
Heidelberg. Some 60% of the 390 ha area intended to be used for
housing and commercial purposes are already located in the built-up
area according to the Spatial Order Model. This provides optimum
prerequisites saving building land and mobilizing additional interior
development potentials. During the last four years 75% of all dwellings
have been realized on existing land and/or in building gaps.
Building activities along the routes of public transport facilities will be
given clear priority in the Spatial Order Model. The City centre will be
highlighted by reconstructing the railway station into a new side centre
and by means of the project "Heidelberg 2000/Railway Isle (Bahninsel)”.
These two interconnected core projects have become more concrete
during the last four years. They will be a matter of concern for the City
development of Heidelberg far beyond the time schedule of STEP.
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area of the Overall Facility
Protection Statute

As far as the unity of City and landscape as well as the protection of
main large-space and small-space open areas is concerned, the basic
foundation was provided by the open-space structural concept and the
environmental plan (see also chapter "Environment"). The sensitive
hillside areas are protected by numerous building schemes against
ecologically incompatible building projects. Adequate fundamentals are
still pending for the areas Oberer Gaisbergweg, Steigerweg, the
northern banks of the Neckar river west of the Schlangenweg, Berg- und
Panoramastraße. A number of projects have been implemented
promoting the green character of the City as well as the small-space
identity (building scheme Waldparksiedlung Boxberg, overall plan
Pfaffengrund). The outstanding urban development qualities are
protected by statutes combining the preservation of existing buildings
and the planning of new buildings. They now have to be gradually
enforced. The Overall Facility Protection Statute is an important
prerequisite for inclusion onto the UNESCO World Heritage List.
In order to implement the findings of the retail trade structural study,
the planning law is also used to ensure an adequate supply of retail
shops in the city districts. In the next few years we will learn how
successful this strategy is. Its success will depend entirely on cooperation
with the neighbouring communities. (see chapter "Working")
The implementation of an enhanced social quality in public space is not
an easy task. Consensus to the street as an extended living space will
only be achieved if motorists are not adversely affected. This issue turns
out to be a difficult factor when it comes to reconstructing public space.
The predominant position of the motorised individual traffic can be
considered the major impairment of the city structure both in the sense
of and in social matters. It is therefore not surprising that the route to
the target of "City on the River" is extremely controversial. The outcome
of this discussion is still open at present.4 (See chapter "Mobility")
In short, it can be stated that all obejctives in this original target area
have been initiated, most of them, however, will remain a permanent
target.

4

On 26 September 2001 the municipal council voted within the framework of
updating the Traffic Development Plan for the construction of a tunnel on the
banks of the Neckar river, a reduced traffic flow in the area of the Old Bridge,
revised connection of the Bismarck Square.
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Short Overview
The following STEP targets have been implemented/completed
x Settlement concept for the City
Spatial Order Model, structural settlement concept
x Elaboration of an open space structural concept
Open space structural concept
x Setting up of an advisory council for the maintenance of the

cityscape
Advisory council pertaining to the Preservation of the Overall
Area (Overall Facility Protection Statute)

... have been initiated and/or remain a permanent task: all others
Implementation examples:
x District outline plans
x Procedure for inclusion onto the UNESCO World Heritage List
x Infill development plans, such as Furukawa, Glockengießerei etc.
x Local plan for protecting the hillside area Schlierbach etc.
x Restructuring measures, such as Kirchheim Spinne, center of
Wieblingen, green area at Ebertplatz, Synagogenplatz,
Brückenstr.
x Local plan for industrial area Rohrbach Süd
x Establishing a so-called "Öko-Konto"

... requiring further action
x Keeping clear sensitive hillside areas
x More intensive land use in all areas

... leading to target conflicts
x Infill development – Green City
x Improved social quality – Mobility for all

Key projects
x „Heidelberg 2000 / Bahninsel" (Railway Isle)

Vital data
x Increase in settlement and traffic areas 1997 to 2000:
+ 45 ha = + 1,4%
x Settlement area development potential by 2015 in ha
according to MRO
Infill/exterior

Housing

development (ha)

Infill
Exterior
Total

Employ-

Special use

119

112

231

42

117

23

182

161

229

23

413

Data gap
x Number of barrier-free dwellings at GGH
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Total

ment

In Italics – Original STEP –
Target Definition

Selected decisions taken/projects initiated since the editorial
deadline
x Completion of the urban competition
"Heidelberg2000/Bahnstadt" (Railway Isle) in November 2001
x In March 2002 decision to prepare an urban outline plan
"Bahnstadt" (Railway Isle), no. 670/02
x Decision to adopt the "Gestaltungssatzung " and
Erhaltungssatzung Handschuhsheim (statutes concerning the
planning of new and the preservation of existing buildings in
Handschuhsheim), May 2002
x Gradual modernization of the tramway stops to become
customer-friendly and meet the needs of the disabled (CC5 24
July 02, no. 230/02).

development project „Bahnstadt“: model of the competition winner
Trojan+Trojan, Darmstadt

5

Negotiated on (date) in the City Council, no.= number and year of submission
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3. Target Area: Employment
Key Objectives
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Striving for full employment
Quantitative objectives: maintaining the 94,000 jobs
Opening paths out of crisis
Making positive use of the structural changes
Supporting new forms of gainful employment
Expanding the advantages of location as a Science City
Preventing destructive competition
Strengthening medium-sized enterprises and manual trade
Strengthening the position of women in the labour market (Chap.10)
Reducing the use of land
Supporting reintegration into gainful employment
Strengthening ties between local and regional promotion of
economic development

Results of Implementation
Compared to other cities, Heidelberg is currently in a very good position
as to its economic development. After a phase of stagnation in the mid90ies, there are now more than 94,500 jobs with approximately 30,000
of them in the field of research and development. Heidelberg has been
in an excellent position in the city ranking list several times.6 Due to its
broad and innovative scope of services on offer and its jobs in the field
of research and development, Heidelberg will have no future difficulties
in maintaining its position in the competition of locations. The "strategic
alliances" which become increasingly important for the strengthening of
the market position are presently especially necessary in the field of
public transport facilities and in the energy sector. The quantitative
objective specified in the City Development Plan to keep the number of
jobs at the same level has largely been reached due to the flexibilisation
of working time. The increase in the number of jobs in the service sector
can mainly be put down to the conversion of full-time jobs into parttime jobs. The development in the field of technology is very favourable,
especially in the bioscience sector where Heidelberg takes a leading
position. The conversion process in the manufacturing industry with an
increase in the number of service-oriented jobs is still ongoing.
In Heidelberg there are a number of activities aimed at a sustainable
economic development in accordance with the Local Agenda 21. These
are generally model or pilot projects. If these projects prove successful,
it is planned to implement them on a broad basis. The "Recycling
network in Heidelberg´s Industrial Area of Pfaffengrund” has proved
that such projects can be compatible with economic interests. It is on
the initiative of the local enterprises that the above-mentioned project is
currently being extended to the whole region. The project "Sustainable
management for small- and medium-sized enterprises", which is being
6

In 1999, Heidelberg was considered the best location for founders of a new
business by the Focus magazine. In the year 2000, it ranked second after Munich
and Cologne respectively as to its economic strength and growth potentials. In
March 2001, Heidelberg held the fourth rank in the economic strength prognosis
(until 2007) issued by the economic journal Capital
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prepared at present, is another example which aims at combining
environmental objectives and economic interests. (see chapter
"Environment")
In the future, too, the local authorities will have to cope with manifold
tasks to ensure the further development of the economic basis in
Heidelberg:
First and foremost, the existing industrial areas must be used carefully.
This requires increased efforts in the future which must concentrate on
the (re)activation of land and the more intensive use of existing areas. In
this context, the reuse of the railway isle comprising a total of 114
hectares is a project of vital importance to future development. Early
precautions as required by the City Development Plan have been taken
by applying the Spatial Order Model which designates an area of 230
hectares to be used for industrial purposes, and the Industrial Area
Development Concept of the City Administration in which an area of 88
hectares is given top priority for development purposes. The
procurement of locations for craft and supply-oriented trade and the
promotion of highly compacted industrial building remain important
tasks of the future.
In the field of employment policy it seems to be expedient to improve
coordination of the large number of existing activities and additionally
check which possibilities there are for integrating former employees of
job creation companies into the primary labour market. The "Help for
Work" project has so far been successful with its favourable effects on
the community´s social budget. However, unemployment will remain an
issue within the community for a long time to come. In addition to the
promotion of employment, prevention of marginalisation of citizens
affected by unemployment is vital, as is prevention of the circumstances
that only certain groups of people are subject to unemployment.
Other main fielno. of interest which may gain in importance in the
future are the potential of self-employed foreign entrepreneurs and
economic self-help initiatives which must be strengthened. The extent to
which these groups may contribute to the promotion of the local
economy has not yet been determined.

In addition to the retail trade business, it is also necessary to foster the
development of the service sector as a whole. Irrespective of the
requirement stipulated in the City Development Plan (STEP) to avoid
destructive competition in the manufacturing trade, the tertiarisation of
the overall economy as well as of the manufacturing sector continues.
Service activities are less and less a consequence of production activities.
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The service sector is becoming an increasingly independent economic
unit; this is a fact which must be accounted for by the local promotion
of economic development. With the newly founded company for the
development of the economy, the Heidelberg Economic Development
Agency (HWE), and the city marketing association, PRO Heidelberg –
Stadtmarketing e.V. the City is well prepared to manage this task.
Finally, the strong ties between the City of Heidelberg and the region –
expressed in the high and steadily increasing number of commuters –
are becoming ever closer and require appropriate measures. The range
of previous activities in the field of regional cooperation must be further
enhanced. The regional concept for the retail trade business, triggered
by the study investigating the structure of the retail trade business, is an
initial promising approach in this direction, which must, however, be
supplemented in the long term by further measures in the field of land
use policy. (see chapter "Regional Cooperation")

Short Overview
The following STEP targets have been implemented/completed
x Maintain the level of employment, i.e. 94,000 jobs
94,500 jobs (as of 31 December 2000)

In Italics – Original STEP –
Target Definition

x Early precautions in the field of land use
Spatial Order Model, Industrial Area Development Concept
x Under certain conditions rejection of large shopping centres and

large-scale retail shops in the suburbs which offer a product
range already provided in the City
basic decision taken by the City Council on 19 June 1997, no.
269/97

... have not been initiated yet
x Promotion of risk evaluation analysis
x Highly compacted industrial building
x Make local industrial area management become part of regional

area management
... have been initiated and/or remain a permanent task: all others
Implimentation Examples:
x BioRegion Rhine-Neckar-Triangle
x Realisation of the results of the study investigating the structure
of the retail trade business
x Extension of the Heidelberg Technology Park
x International Conference Centre Heidelberg (ICH)
x Business Foundation Centre for Women
x Trusts for the support of an active employment policy
x Private non-profit making company for the temporary hire of
employees
x Basic training initiative 1998
x Working group "Pfaffengrund Industrial and Commercial Zone"
x City marketing association PRO Heidelberg-Stadtmarketing e.V.
x Crafts trade initiative
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Business Foundation Centre for
Women

... requiring further action
x Strengthening medium-sized enterprises and crafts trade
x Reintegration into gainful employment
x Implementation of the Agreement on the promotion of equality

of women ("Frauenförderplan") within the City Administration
x More intensive utilisation of the areas available
... leading to target conflicts
x Promotion of jobs by the City of Heidelberg – Sound budgeting

Further action required for
x Development of the service sector
x Foreign entrepreneurs

Key projects
x "Sustainable Management for Small- and Medium-sized
Enterprises"
x "Heidelberg 2000/railway isle"

Vital data
È
x Workplaces
Ê
x Unemployed
x In-commuters subject to social insurance 1996 - 2000:
8,8%
x Out-commuters subject to social insurance 1996 - 2000: 23,5%
x Industrial area potential:
230ha

Data gap
x Equal participation of men and women in paid and unpaid work

Planned location for the EnvironmentPark and the IT-factory: the former
Heinstein plants
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Selected decisions taken/projects initiated since the editorial
deadline
x Reuse of the Heinstein plant as IT factory (CC 2 October 01, no.
481/01 and CC 20 December 01, no. 658/01)
x Expansion of the Technology Park by an EnvironmentPark (CC
25 July 02, no. 410/01)
x Development of a BiomedPark
x Heidelberg as a location of science: local plan for an engineering
college in Wieblingen (CC 27 June 02, no. 203/02)
x Further development of the overall concept "Jugendberufshilfe
in Heidelberg", a concept assisting young people in finding an
apprenticeship (CC 14 November 01, no. 570/01).

Technologypark, Berliner Straße
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4. Target Area: Housing
Key Objectives
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Creating and preserving affordable dwellings
Dwellings for all
Preventing displacement
Decelerating the use of land
Accounting for different phases of life and lifestyles
Lively living environment
Promoting ecological building projects
8,000 to 10,000 additional dwellings

Results of Implementation
Proof of an adequate supply of dwellings in Heidelberg for the future
was furnished by means of the Modell Räumliche Ordnung (Spatial
Order Model). According to the target, the potential land areas with a
total of 161 ha for 8,000 to 10,000 dwellings are mostly located in the
interior city area. The Housing Development Program with its concrete
measures and projects provides a concept for a demand-oriented supply
of residential property as required by the City Development Plan. The
quantitative and qualitative realisation of this target area has thus been
initiated.
As a whole, the field of action in housing policy has become more and
more restricted in the last few years after the almost complete
withdrawal of the Federation and the individual states (Länder) from
low-cost housing. Particularly in the cities, there are particular and
differentiated hardships, which cannot be satisfied considering the low
level of dwellings for rent on offer. Heidelberg still belongs to the cities
with the highest rents, land and property prices in the Federal Republic
of Germany.
Although the financial situation has become more difficult for the city of
Heidelberg, almost 400 subsidized dwellings could be completed, 324 of
which are rented accommodation. In addition, rent controls and
occupancy restrictions have been negotiated for approx. 70 dwellings.
This rendered a major contribution to low-cost living in Heidelberg
without which it would have been even more difficult for specific
households to find an adequate dwelling.
Furthermore, it is the objective of the City – provided that funds can be
made available - to establish an extended property assistance scheme
addressing households "between rent and property". Given the high
price level in Heidelberg, even greater importance is attributed to the
acquisition of used dwellings.
This political engagement on the housing market for affordable
dwellings will continue to be necessary in the future, if the impending
polarisation in the City is to be counteracted. Specific household groups,
in particular young families, will then not have to move to the urban
hinterland and unbalanced social structures can be prevented. Since a
basic improvement of the structural outline conditions cannot be
assumed in the medium-term, this will be an even greater task for the
City in the future. In particular, care will be taken that all possibilities are
utilized to protect the existing dwellings.
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Settlements within particularly problematic locations should not
stigmatise their occupants. The fact that the compensatory payment for
social housing in Emmertsgrund is no longer applied is an important step
towards preventing undesired segregation. It is also necessary to
continue the attempts to accommodate families and individuals in
critical social conditions in "normal dwellings”. Apart from the
Heidelberg Housing and Real Estate Company (GGH), which has a
particular interest in this as a city-owned society, future collaboration
with additional partners on this issue, such as church communities, is
sought.
The official number of inhabitants in Heidelberg has hardly increased in
the last four years. In the same period almost 2300 dwellings have been
completed representing roughly a quarter of the demand quoted in the
City Development Plan. As in other prospering cities, the demand for
dwellings has increased due to new types of households and different
lifestyles. Thus, the required trend turnaround for the pro-capita increase
in housing space has not been achieved. It increased by another 1.8m²
to 35 m² per capita. It can be safely estimated that the target value of
max. 2.5m² increase per inhabitant by the year 2010 will soon be
exceeded.
The policy of a reduced use of land required for ecological reasons must
also be considered with regard to social-political targets. Due to the
economic strength in the Heidelberg area there will be a lasting trend
towards an increased per-capita housing space. Special target groups
who cannot afford dwellings in the free housing market should be
subsidized to avoid displacement processes and social segregation.
Rented accommodation (Mietwohnungen) should be realized on land
areas owned by the City as was carried out within the framework of the
projects "Alte Glockengießerei" and "Stadtgärtnerei". As before, a
certain benchmark shall be established annually for price-controlled
dwellings. The target value given in the Housing Development Program
1998 to 2002 should be continuously pursued, however it should be
more tailored to specific target groups (e.g. for sheltered dwellings). The
existing housing demand prognosis should again be revised for the next
housing development program.
In solving the target conflict between social and ecologic housing policy,
major strategic importance is attributed to the project "Heidelberg
2000/Bahninsel" when it comes to securing land for low-cost housing.

New dwellings on the area of the former city market garden (Stadtgärtnerei) in Weststadt
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The above quoted target conflict can only be solved by the reuse of
land, such as the Bahninsel (railway isle). Because of the higher
expenditure of management tasks this represents a permanent
challenge for the city. Voluntary attempts to save housing space – for
example by changing dwellings within the framework of the project
"Housing Service" – are of importance as well, even if this does not
result in substantial savings.
The motto "Housing Space for All" is based upon the fact that
comparably low-cost land is available. During construction the cost
reduction possibilities are mostly exhausted if the applicable standards
are to be complied with. It would therefore be reasonable to establish a
land fund for low-cost living. In this case, the city could implement
compact, space-saving construction modules.
More and more importance is attributed to social relationships and a
lively housing environment. Living must correspond to growing trends
towards individualization and the resulting deficit in social behaviour.
Some projects (such as Stadtgärtnerei, Wohnhof "Am Dorf") dealt with
these developments by accounting for different phases of life and
lifestyles and in particular the concerns of women. This commitment
shall be continued. Social issues such as the consideration of children
and women-specific interests shall generally be secured for all major
projects by means of a social compatibility check.
The implementation of new offers, particularly in the lower market
segment, required comprehensive information regarding legal
possibilities – for example about co-operative construction activities or
other types of ownership – and organisational prerequisites. A decision
in principle to sell municipal land primarily at equal conditions to
building associations would be helpful.
The number of dwellings with sheltered accommodation for elderly people has almost doubled in the last three years. Now it is also possible to
receive modernization funds for the renovation of dwellings so that they
are suitable for elderly people. Providing information about and organizing additional financial aid for this group of persons still expanding and
in the future will be the task of the new housing service. This takes into
consideration the increasing importance of "Housing for the Elderly".

Short Overview
In Italics – Original STEP –
Target Definition

The following STEP targets have been implemented/completed
x Concept for a demand-oriented supply of housing space
Housing development program 1998 to 2002
with 700 dwelling units, among them 100 publicly assisted
dwellings
x Adequate supply of dwellings according to need
Modell Räumliche Ordnung (Spatial Order Model)

... have not been initiated yet
x Implementation of a municipal land fund
x Co-operative building with self-retention
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... have been initiated and/or remain a permanent task: all others
Implementation examples:
x Subsidization of the construction of leasehold buildings
acquisition of ownership
x Conservation statutes acc. to § 172 BauGB, para. 4
x Cancellation of the compensatory payment for social housing in
Emmertsgrund
x Agreements on social housing schemes
x Model programme "Self-Determined Living for the Elderly“
x Sheltered dwellings
x Establishing a housing service
x Citzens Advice Office (Technisches Bürgeramt)
x Rental table
... requiring further action
x adequate supply of dwellings for disadvantaged persons
x decelerating the trend of the per capita increase in housing

surface
... leading to target conflicts
x decelerating the consumption of housing surface – housing

space for all
x Solid budget management – municipal land fund
Further action required for
x New housing requirements forecast for the next housing
development programme
x Compatibility check for women and children transferred into a
social compatibility check
Key projects
x „Wieblingen Schollengewann“
x „Heidelberg 2000/Bahninsel“
Vital data
x Rents
x Land prices
x Housing hardsips
x Housing space consumption
x Official number of inhabitants
x Sheltered dwellings
x Surface supply until 2015:
x Completed dwellings in 1997 – 2000:
x Housing stock 2000
x Of these publicly assisted dwellings

È
È
È
È
Ä
È
161 ha
2.276
68.400
9.800

Data gap
x Surveillance of the regional housing market
(see chapter "Regional Cooperation")
Selected decisions taken/projects initiated since the editorial
deadline
x Extension of the "Zweckentfremdungsverordnung" (regulation
for the misappropriation of buildings) and the extended
protection against eviction in the case of a conversion of rented
accommodations into freehold flats by 2006 (CC 8 November
01, no. 562/01).
x Several exemplary measures taken by GGH
x Conflict management for residential buildings established for 2
years (CC 28 June 01, no. 265/01).
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5. Target Area Environment
Key Objectives
x Improvement of the environmental situation and permanent

x
x
x
x
x

protection of our natural resources: water, soil, air, nature, and
landscape
Fostering the protection of the climate and clean air
Introducing environmental quality objectives
Environmental budgeting to promote annual balance sheet
Municipal concept for open spaces required
Promoting environmental awareness

Results of Implementation
Given the objective to achieve a lasting city development according to
the local agenda, environmental protection has changed drastically in
the last few years. The focus of interest has shifted from regulatory
issues and repair of the environment to environmental precautionary
measures. Environmental protection has more and more become a
cross-sectional task for the entire city administration.
In the face of increased traffic development and land demand, great
success has be achieved in improving the environmental situation and
protecting our natural resources. Technical developments led to a
marked reduction of emission from commercial plants and road traffic.
For example, nitrogen emissions belonging to the 5 major indicators of
the ecological balance of the Heidelberg area, have been reduced by
more than 50% during the last decade and by 25% in the 3-year period
form 1995 to 1998.
Course of the NOx emission in Heidelberg since 1986

City of Heidelberg, Office for Environmental Protection, Energy and Health Promotion, no. 342/2000

Traffic noise continues to be a problematic issue. Technical and design
efforts to reduce this noise are currently almost counteracted by the
traffic increase, so that no improvement has been able to be achieved so
far. If the noise reduction planning is to be successful in the future, an
urgent reduction in the motorised individual traffic is required.
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Today, a major part of the energy demand is still met by the combustion
of coal, natural oil and natural gas, i.e. by means of finite resources, the
use of which drastically affects the global climate. The measures
included in the Heidelberg Concept for the Protection of Climate
resulted in energy savings in municipal buildings and thus in reductions
of more than 30% of carbon dioxide emissions between 1993 and
1999. Thus, the climate protection target could be met by the city. In
spite of various measures taken, the increase in land consumption
resulted in a slight increase in CO2 emissions by 6% compared to 1987
for the whole city. This particularly applies to the commercial sector. In
the future, energy-efficient and solar renovation and construction, use
of biomass and solar energy for power generation should therefore be
intensified. Bearing in mind that 25% of the CO2 emissions are
produced by vehicle traffic in Heidelberg, it is important to consequently
shift the motorized individual traffic to the public city transport system
as suggested in the Concept for the Protection of the Climate. If the
target value of the Heidelberg Declaration quoted in the city
development plan, i.e. to reduce CO2 emissions by 20% until 2005, is to
be reached, considerable efforts must be taken in both areas.

Apart from climate and emission protection, the preservation of the
biological variety in Heidelberg is particularly important. For this purpose,
the plan for the preservation of species is currently being elaborated. On
the one hand this can be done by falling back on the approved
cooperation with the nature protection associations and unions and on
the other hand to scientific works at the university of Heidelberg.
Measures for the maintaining and networking of biotopes also serve to
protect species. For 80% of the agriculturally used area in the Rhine
plain, a biotope networking concept has been on hand. There is a
continuously increasing number of extensively used areas and additional
plantings of woody plants. It can be predicted that the biotope
networking area will continue to grow in the next few years. Three
procedures on the reallocation and consolidation of the agricultural land
and holdings are under way in the southern part of the local sub-district
of Heidelberg offering good possibilities for this.
The introduction of environmental quality objectives in an environmental
budgeting scheme provides the basis for all natural resources to be
treated with the same budgetary care than the artificial resource of
money. By doing so the municipal environmental protection laid the
foundation for a future-oriented development in the sense of the City
Development plan. In no other target area of the plan, can the individual
determine whether specific targets can be reached or not. Citizens must
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be encouraged to take a permanent role in this. Consciousness of the
environment, energy and waste consulting – from childhood on remains an ongoing task. In order to be credible, the municipal
administration must continue to act in an exemplary manner.
Ecological balance of the area in 1998/1999
Indicator

Unit

Reference
Value (Year)

Target Value
(Year)

Air
NOx Emissions

Tons per year

4.230 (1986)

Climate
CO2 Emissions

1000 t/year

Actual Value

Target Index

- 80% (2005)
= 850 T/a

1.473 (1998)

81%

907 (1987)
(+ 273 Traffic)

- 20% (2005)=
726 (without
traffic)

965 (1999)
(+ approx. 200
traffic)

- 32%
(without traffic)

Road length
>55dB(A) in
residential and
mixed areas

63.4 km
(1995)

Long-term
0 km

63.4 km
(1999)

0%

Waste
Specific residual
waste volume

kg per inhabitant
and week

5,06 (1990)

2,5 (2003)

2,77 (1999)

84%

Water
Specific potable
water
consumption

Litres per
inhabitant and
day

116,5 (1990)

110 (2003)

102,6 (1999)

> 100%

Noise
Traffic noise

City of Heidelberg, Administrative Office for Environmental Protection, Energy and Health Promotion, Heidelberg 2001

Recent years have shown that the environmental protection measures
can be more easily developed and realized in new cooperations.
Following the positive experiences encountered with the projects "Host
Trades (and/or hairdressers, painters, bakers) and Environment" which
demonstrated that environmental protection and economic efficiency
are not contradictory, the small and medium-sized enterprises should be
supported much more strongly and their cooperation sought. This will
be the task for the project "Sustainable Management for Small and
Medium-Sized Enterprises". Even more than before it is intended to
anchor ecological aspects in the Heidelberg companies – during
production and in particular with respect to the products. All this
requires even closer cooperation. In this connection, an environment
technology park as a start-up aid for new companies and new networks
in Heidelberg shall function as a signal.

Short Overview
In Italics – Original STEP –
Target Definition

The following STEP targets have been implemented/completed
x Formulation of environmental quality objectives
x Preparation of an environmental budgeting scheme
Ecological balance within the community
x Concept for open spaces
Open space structural concept, environmental plan
x CO2 reduction target
Energy-saving measures for municipal buildings
... have been initiated and/or remain a permanent task: all others
Implementation examples:
x Plan for the protection of species
x Water development plan
x Voluntary environmental compatibility check in the community
x Heidelberg Energy Controlling Community (Heck)
x KliBA (The Climate Protection and Energy Advice Agency)
x Project "E-Team"
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x Promoting regenerative energy resources, in particular: biomass
thermal power plant, solar communal facilities, hydro-electric
power station "Am Karlstor", Campaign "100 Solar Roofs" etc.

... requiring further action
x CO2 reduction
in private householno. and in industry
x Reduction of noise emission
x Protection of the hillside areas transporting fresh air

(see chapter 2)
... leading to target conflicts
x Internal development – resource preservation
Key projects
x "Sustainable Management for Small and Medium-Sized
Enterprises"
x UmweltPark (environmental technology park)
x Projects in industry and trade (hairdressers, painters, bakers etc.)
Vital data
x CO2 emission in municipal buildings
x Private and industrial CO2 emission
x Noise emission
x Water consumption
x NOx pollution
x Waste volume
x Biotope networking

Ê
È
Ä
Ê
Ê
Ê
È

Selected decisions taken/projects initiated since the editorial
deadline:
x Since March 2001, 25% of the energy demand of the city has
been met by Ökostrom – Fox-energreen
x Project "Farbenfroh und nachhaltig" (vivid and sustainable) –
promotion of environmental awareness of the do-it-yourselfers
(CC 27 June 01, no. 324/01)
x New working group "Heidelberg Kreis Klimaschutz und Energie" since May/2002
x Introduction of environment management systems at schools: ETeam activities extended to additional environmental areas since
2001/2002
x Sports environment teams – Environment protection in sports
clubs since November/01
x Decision to have the Heidelberg Stadtwald certified according to
PEFC (Pan European Forest Certification) to confirm the
sustainable management (CC 25 July 01).
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6. Target Area: Mobility
Key Objectives
Promoting transport concepts compatible with the environment,
urban and social issues , i.e. a type of mobility
x with reduced environmental burdens
x which creates and preserves liberties
x which restores space for urban life where the various means of
transportation have the same rights
x which grants the same mobility opportunities to everyone and
accounts for the special situation of persons with mobility handicaps
x which reduces dangers and impairments

Results of Implementation
The measures and projects implemented in recent years under the
directive of the Transport and City Development Plan have improved
mobility for all participants in traffic and have resulted in a drastic
change in the traffic behaviour of the citizens of Heidelberg. In particular
the improved service offered (more frequent train connections, closing
of gaps, vehicle qualities and the tariffs of the public city transport
system) have led to a marked increase in the number of users.

The development gaps still existing four years ago have been closed by
gradually incorporating the hillside areas into the system by using socalled Hangbusse (buses used specifically in hillside areas) and taxi
service on a demand basis. Now, it is important to maintain and/or
optimise the quality of development within the framework of the
financial means to provide an equal service for all city districts as
proposed in the City Development Plan.
Traffic safety, in particular for pedestrians and cyclists has been
considerably improved by many individual measures (8.3 km of new
bicycle routes, improved traffic centres etc.) The situation for motorised
traffic has also been improved by means of various measures geared to
relieve the traffic flow (e.g. Schlierbacher Landstraße, Grüne Welle
(uninterrupted traffic flow at specific speeds) in Römerstraße etc.
Visitors as well as the citizens of Heidelberg can now reach the inner city
more conveniently thanks to the traffic and hotel management system
and due to the introduction of the short-distance ticket for the "Old
Town". Further enhancements could be realized by means of the
scheduled railway development in the Old Town and another basement
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garage underneath Friedrich-Ebert-Square. The long-term effects of a
tunnel project (see chapter 2) intended to relieve the Old Town from the
through-traffic on the development and the Old Town and its retail
shops will be revealed by appropriate studies. The City Logistics Concept
for a more efficient economic traffic flow in the Old Town will gradually
be implemented. The heavy north-south traffic in front of the main
station will be eased by the planned Burelli tunnel.
As a whole, the measures covered by the Traffic Development Plan 1994
contributed to the fact that the general increase in mobility has
developed in line with urban and environmental issues and with a high
increase in the public city transport system. The requirement formulated
by the City Development Plan to achieve more mobility without
increasing motor traffic was thus complied with. If mobility shall remain
independent from the development of the vehicle traffic development,
the promotion of the environmental compound remains a permanent
task. According to the findings of the latest representative survey on
mobility, 61% of the citizens of Heidelberg agree with this. As described
in the chapter "Environment", this requirement arises from the
environmental quality objectives and in particular from the reduction of
the traffic noise and CO2 emission which have not been met by far.
In Heidelberg, more and more importance will be attributed to the tram
in the future for traffic and economic reasons. Apart from the
development in Kirchheim and the Neuenheimer Feld, it is of importance
that the tramlines are extended to the neighbouring communities of
Sandhausen – Walldorf, Wiesloch, Schwetzingen and Schriesheim.
The environmental compound will receive major impetus by the S-Bahn
(express train) scheduled to be commissioned in 2003 for which
optimum boarding and changing conditions in Heidelberg must be
ensured.
From the end of 2002, the inter-regional situation in Heidelberg will
improve if the Deutsch Bahn AG keeps its promise to include Heidelberg
as a stop for the 2-hour ICE connection to Cologne.
Numerous large-scale projects for reviewing their consequences for the
traffic situation are currently dealt with while updating the Traffic
Development Plan and the new list of measures. Certain parts of the
measures to be reviewed do not comply with the agenda objectives and
the City Development Plan. The results of the traffic authority opinion
must be assessed allowing for the targets given in the City Development
Plan. Any deviation thereof shall be based upon a critical consideration
process in cooperation with all parties concerned.

Short Overview
The following STEP targets have been implemented/completed
x Establishing a traffic and hotel routing system
... have been initiated with special success
x Increased mobility without increasing motor traffic
... will no longer be pursued
x Generous park-and-ride solutions for municipal day commuters

and visitors close to the city centre
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In Italics – Original STEP –
Target Definition

... have been initiated and/or remain a permanent task: all others
Implementation examples:
x Public local transport plan for Heidelberg
x Updating the Traffic Development Plan
x S-Bahn planning
x Improvement of the bus service of hillside areas, in particular
Handschuhsheim
x Acquisition of low-platform buses and tramways
x More frequent train connections
x Semester ticket, short distance ticket, "Maxx" ticket etc.
x Improved infrastructure in traffic, in particular Schlierbacher
Landstraße
x Grüne Welle (uninterrupted traffic flow at specific speeds), in
particular Römerstraße
x Rotary traffic concept
x Pedestrian walkway network, in particular Kirchheim
x Mobility education
x 8.3 km of new bicycle routes
x Improved sign-posting
x 1900 bicycle stands
... requiring further action
x Equal public transport service for all city districts primarily by

tramways
x Interconnection of inner-city public transport system and S-Bahn
x Development of a City logistics concept integrating the existing

industrial tracks
x The heavy-duty lorry traffic must be bundled by logistic

measures
... leading to target conflicts
x Individual projects for updating the Traffic Development Plan
- mobility targets of the City Development Plan (STEP)
Key projects
x Tramway development projects
Modal Split – Development 1988 – 1999
x Motorised individual traffic
Ê
x Public city transport system
È
x Bicycle traffic
Ä
x Pedestrian traffic
Ä

City of Heidelberg, City Planning Office, Heidelberg 2000
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Selected decisions taken/projects initiated since the editorial
deadline
On 26 Sep 2001, the City Council decided to initiate, among other
things, the following projects within the framework of updating the
transport development plan:
x
x

x

x
x
x

x

4-lane underpass at the main station in north-south direction
(Burelli tunnel)
the fifth crossing of the Neckar river between the autobahn
connection Rittel in Wieblingen and the university area in
Neuenheimer Feld (as a tunnel)
construction of a tunnel on the banks of the Neckar river, a
reduced traffic flow in the area of the Old Bridge, revised
connection of the Bismarck Square
Tramway to Kirchheim as "Centre Variant" under certain
conditions
Continued tramway planning for the development of the old
city centre
Extension of the tramway network to Wiesloch,
Sandhausen/Walldorf, Schwetzingen and Schriesheim as well as
adjustment of the bus network in addition to the tramway
network
Tramway development of the Neuenheimer Feld via branch
route in the south
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7. Target Area: Social Matters
Key Objectives
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

City of social balance

Preventing marginalisation
Promoting solidarity and own initiatives
From target group to local district projects
Supporting reintegration into gainful employment (see chapter 3)
Starting the "contract between generations" with adolescents
Learning how to deal with each other
Self-determination for handicapped persons
Self-determined life until very old age
Offering sheltered accommodation in all districts (see chapter 4)
Health care
Sports and recreation

Results of Implementation
The manifold activities and projects of the last four years have shown
that the implementation of almost all targets and sub-targets as well
advanced and that Heidelberg has consequently followed the course of
social balance.
The broad range of self-help initiatives and civic involvement is
continuously growing. The planned overall coordination network will
support the work of the volunteers still better and will foster solidarity
and own initiatives.
The preventive work of the City of Heidelberg in the field of violence
and crime meanwhile serves as an example nationwide. The data
included in the crime atlas are a valuable contribution to small-space
monitoring and already furnish evidence of the first positive results of
the preventive measures taken.
The extended offer of after-school care programmes until 3 pm. Now
makes it easier for parents to reconcile family and working life. It will be
a future task to have such programmes during school holidays, too. The
planned introduction of all-day lower-level secondary schools will bring
about further changes to the current school system. The youth council
and the representative for children's´ affairs will more strongly promote
and support the interests and concerns of children and adolescents. The
current check conducted to find out whether new building and planning
projects satisfy the needs of children and women should be replaced by
a social-concern compatibility check to be applied by the City
Administration to all new projects.
An example of sustained local district projects (quarter work), which is
required in the City Development Plan and which will gain in significance
in the future, is the City Administration's establishment of the
"Emmertsgrund" working group which acts as an interface between
urban development and social policy. As already described in the chapter
"Housing", it remains an important concern in the long run to overcome
social-spatial disadvantages and social marginalisation. The "City of
Social Balance" programme of the Federation and the individual states is
a valuable contribution in this direction.
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The social centre for the elderly in Rohrbach (opening in autumn 2002)
is another milestone within the City's concept encouraging a selfdetermined life of the elderly. The number of dwellings within the
framework of sheltered dwellings has significantly increased. Sheltered
dwellings and the housing consultation service are an improvement of
the social infrastructure for elderly persons, the number of whom will
increase in Heidelberg in the future.
The insufficient amount of nursing care on offer needs to be enhanced
so that elderly persons in need of care do not have to look for
appropriate facilities in the Rhine-Neckar region. In the meantime, there
have been plans, which must be implemented in the years to come so
that Heidelberg, too, will be able to meet the future demand for nursing
services.
In view of the growing number of tasks to be financed it will be a
challenge to maintain today's social infrastructure. It is most particularly
in the field of social policy where the conflicting interests of budget
consolidation on the one hand, and the performance of tasks, on the
other, are most obviously revealed. Approaches in the field of preventive
work, which are initially personnel- and cost-intensive have proved to be
more advantageous to the City's budget in the long term and must
therefore not fall victim to superficial savings measures. This especially
applies to all measures in the interest of children and elderly people. If
savings measures become the pivotal issue, social policy will not be able
to assume its new role of giving impetus to self-supporting and selfcarrying processes.
Continuous monitoring should ascertain whether the social offer in fact
reaches all those groups for which it was originally designed.
A study providing information about the poverty risks in the City
(poverty study) could help to further improve preventive work. Studies
whereby the specific burden of certain groups of the population is
systematically ascertained would also be a useful means. In order to be
able to adequately pursue the policy of gender equality, an investigation
into the strains and stress to which women in their diverse living
situations are exposed (single parent, elderly women, teenage girls,
working women etc.) would certainly be a good idea.
The fact that the number of recipients of social welfare benefits has
temporarily decreased shows that the commitment to a social city is
worthwhile, for the reduction in the number of recipients cannot be put
down solely to changed framework conditions, but to the manifold
activities for reintegration into gainful employment already dealt with in
the chapter "Working".

Short Overview
The following STEP targets have been implemented/completed
x Allowing adolescents to have their say
Youth Council
x Extension of after-school care
Out-of-school programmes for elementary school children (1st to
4th grade)
x Provision of new vocational training jobs
Provision of new vocational training jobs above the City
Administration's own demand
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In Italics – Original STEP –
Target Definition

... will no longer be pursued
x Review of the living-saving model

... have been initiated and/or remain a permanent task: all others
Implementation examples:
x Future forum – economy and civic commitment
x Volunteer work concept
x Heidelberg intervention model
x "Red card for offenders scheme” ("Platzverweisverfahren")
x SOS mobile phone project
x Crime atlas
x Designated route network for the safety of children, esp. in
Kirchheim
x Zoo school
x Sports 2000 Project Manager, now sport meeting place for
young people
x Inter-generation projects
x Social centre for the elderly in Rohrbach
... requiring further action
x In-patient nursing care facilities
x Increase in the number of places in crèches and day care centres
x Youth work,
with special emphasis on foreign girls/young women
... leading to target conflicts
x Sound budgeting – maintenance and extension of the social

infrastructure
Further action required for
x Social concern compatibility check/ensure social competence
x School holiday programmes
Key project
x Local district project / (Quarter work) in the Emmertsgrund area
The "City of Social Balance" programme of the Federation and
the individual states (Länder )

Vital data
x Social welfare benefit
payments between 1997 and 2000
x Number of places in crèches
for children below 3 years
x Number of places in nursery schools
x Public child and youth work
x Number of places in daycare centres
x Social centres for the elderly
x Number of places in nursing homes

decreased
further action required
adequate
almost area-wide
further action required
area-wide
further action required

Data gap
x Report on living situations/poverty report with special
consideration of women
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Selected decisions taken/projects initiated since the editorial
deadline
x Within the framework of the Emmertsgrund quarter work the
appropriate measures to set up a service centre have been
taken, the football field has been redeveloped and a district
representative nominated since the inclusion of Heidelberg in
the programme called "City of Social Balance".
x Introduction of the so-called "Bürgerplakette", i.e. a medal to
be awarded to citizens for proven achievements in the field of
civic commitment (CC 8 November 01, no. 535/01).
x Creation of 110 nursery places for the elderly in Rohrbach by
the Bethanien GmbH.
x Appointment of an advocate representing the interests of
mentally ill and/or mentally handicapped persons in 2001.
x "Family care for the elderly" to be supported by the City of
Heidelberg (CC 25 July 01, no. 357/01).
x Introduction of the so-called "Heidelberg Pass", a special card
granting allowances to families and senior persons (CC 25 April
02, no. 90/02).
x Increase in the number of childcare places for children below 3
years to 15% (decision of the 2002 budget).
x Open child and youth work in Ziegelhausen and the old City
centre.
x Introduction of German lessons in all municipal daycare centres
with a high percentage of foreign children (CC 7 May 02, no.
186/02).
x Introduction of a legasthenia programme in all municipal
daycare centers.
x Extended offer of school holiday care programmes.
x Since September 2001, conversion of the Geschwister-SchollSchule into an all-day lower-level secondary school.
x Introduction of social work at all lower-level secondary schools
since April 2002.
x Initiation of the project: The City Administration of Heidelberg a sound enterprise.
x Decision of the City Council concerning the gymnasium, Central
Heidelberg (CC December 2001)
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8. Target Area: Culture
Key Objectives
Cultural variety
Communication and meeting places
Scope for the most diverse cultural forms of expression
Ensure and further develop high-quality activities and open up for
new initiatives
x Promote cultural life in the districts
x Intense use of the Castle for cultural events
x Improve access to cultural life
x
x
x
x

Results of Implementation
In the past few years it has been possible to keep and even enhance the
considerable cultural level and the variety of the cultural life and to open
up new initiatives while at the same time taking account of the genius
loci. With the University, the educational and research institutes, the
cultural facilities of the City, and the numerous non-institutional groups
and associations and initiatives promoted by the local authorities since
the last two decades, the City of Heidelberg has an all encompassing
and broad cultural offering. However, at the same time there remain
niches for specialisation and innovation.
In recent years, the existing facilities have experienced a phase of
consolidation and professionalization. As has been shown by surveys,
the public is highly satisfied. The public library and the music and singing
school for example belong to the most efficient facilities and take a
leading position compared to other facilities of that type within the state
(Land). Foreign fellow citizens are fully integrated in the cultural life.
A more intensive use of the Castle for cultural events as requested in the
City Development Plan has been initiated with the Heidelberg Castle
Festival currently being reinstalled. The newly established Cultural
Service Office ("Kulturservice") is not only responsible for the sale of
tickets in advance, but has also the task of making the cultural life of
Heidelberg more transparent and of further promoting Heidelberg as a
City of Culture.
The cultural life of the City is not characterized by a few large events but
rather by a chain of events of regional importance, and sometimes even
of international importance. The cultural offering as well as all cultural
activities is mainly concentrated on the inner City area of Heidelberg. A
special offering, which needs ongoing support and promotion, is,
however, characteristic of the outer districts of the City. With the "Long
Night of the Museums" the museums of Heidelberg are experimenting
with new forms of presentation and mutual cooperation.
The cultural events within the framework of "Kultur Thermal" which
were restricted to three months are continued in this year with
exhibitions of the atelier Kontraste in the Heinstein Hall. This follow-up
project might serve as an example for further temporary cultural events
in cooperation with private investors. The discussions about the setting
up of a youth centre have not been concluded yet and up to now there
has been no clear conception of how the project should look.
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From 2002 onwards, it is intended to submit culture reports at regular
intervals instead of a Culture Development Plan envisaged originally.
With respect to the cultural infrastructure the placing of placards needs
reorganisation and the issues regarding rooms required for rehearsals
must still be dealt with.

Short Overview
The following STEP targets have been implemented/completed
x Access to cultural life improved
Cultural Service Office ("Kulturservice")

... will no longer be pursued
x Culture Development Plan

... have been initiated and/or remain a permanent task: all others
Implementation examples:
x Heidelberger Frühling music festival
x Reinstitution of the Castle Festival
x Documentation and Cultural Centre of German Roma and Sinti
x Carl-Bosch museum
x Song festival

... have been initiated successfully
x Ensure and further develop high-quality activities
... requiring further action
x Cultural life in the districts
x Use of the Castle for cultural events

... leading to target conflicts
x Scope of action for the most diverse forms of expression
x Sound budgeting – ensure a high-quality cultural offer

Further action required
x Cultural reports
x Better coordination of the range of activities offered for the
whole City, including intensive cooperation with the University
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In Italics – Original STEP –
Target Definition

Selected decisions taken/projects initiated since the editorial
deadline
x Participation of a representative of the University in the
conversational circle "Culture in the City"
x Funds to support clubs of Heidelberg to hire the town hall (CC
16 May 02, no. 140/02)
x Set-up of a media competence centre (Internet surf point) in the
public library
x Development of a new concept for the Castle Festival since
2001
x New location for the UnterwegsTheater in the Klingenteich hall
since spring 2002
x Publication of a paper entitled "Culture in Heidelberg" by a
third party (February 2002)
x Inauguration of a music hall (Halle 02) at the goods station
(Atelier Kontrast) thanks to private initiative; in cooperation with
the Youth Council young people are also allowed to use it (from
July 2002 on).
x New cooperation agreement with the Kulturhaus
Karlstorbahnhof, (CC 27June 02, no. 198/02).
x Affiliation of the textile museum Max Berck to the
Kurpfälzisches Museum (CC 6 December 01, no. 605/01).
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9. Target Area: Regional
Cooperation
Key Objectives
x Ensure a balance of interests by new forms of regional
x
x
x
x
x

cooperation
Make the urban development policy of the City of Heidelberg part of
a whole
Strengthen inter-community cooperation
Open up possibilities for inter-community cooperation on a
partnership basis
Develop open concepts aiming at the joint accomplishment of tasks
Conclude inter-community agreements in the field of economy,
housing, traffic, infrastructure, ecology and culture

Results of Implementation
At expert level, the communities within the region are working closer
together now. In the last few years, there has been an increasing
number of common projects and cooperations in which the City of
Heidelberg participates. This especially applies to the economic
cooperation such as the successful application for the “BioRegion RhineNeckar-Triangle”. A similar application is envisaged for medical
engineering, too. In this field the potentials of the individual locations
can be exhibited to their optimum advantage. In the meantime, the
retail trade concept with neighbourhood associations has become
exemplary.
Compared to previous years, cooperation within the region has also
progressed in the field of ecology, especially with regard to protection of
the climate and open space development. In this context, the positioning
of the Rhine-Neckar-Triangle as a solar region or the Regional Landscape
Park Rhine-Neckar-Palatinate should be pointed out.
KliBA (The Climate Protection and Energy Advice Agency), the retail
trade concept, the “BioRegion” project and the cooperation in the field
of training are major stimuli which definitely show that Heidelberg is
well aware of its responsibility for the region and considers itself part of
a whole as required by the City Development Plan.
S-Bahn Rhein-Neckar (express train) including extensions
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The extension of the S-Bahn network (express train network) and the
implementation of this traffic system in the near future will at last enable
the region to cope with the increasingly growing traffic in an
ecologically compatible manner. Attractive timetables will, however, be
a major prerequisite for its success. The objective to tie the long-distance
traffic to the railway can only be achieved if the ICE trains also continue
to stop in Heidelberg and Mannheim in the future.
In the field of housing and social policy similar progress has not yet been
reached, except for the common efforts in the field of employment.
Whereas there are examples of cooperation as to the development of
joint industrial estates, there has so far been no similar attempt with
respect to residential areas. As can be seen from this, there is still a long
way to go to come to a settlement framework concept as proposed in
the City Development Plan for the target area of “housing” in the
medium term. A joint monitoring system for the housing market might
be an appropriate means to reach this objective. The development of a
Regional Landscape Park as a first approach to a joint land use policy is,
however, a step in the right direction
The City of Heidelberg will continue to pursue its policy of sustainable
regional development.

Short Overview
Examples of cooperation
x
x
x
x

Updating of the land use plan
Regional Landscape Park Rhine-Neckar-Palatinate
The river Neckar development project
KliBA (The Climate Protection and Energy Advice Agency) and
KliNet (Climate Protection Networks)
x Potential and strategy study referring to the solar region RhineNeckar

x
x
x
x
x
x

BioRegion Rhine-Neckar Triangle
Regional marketing of the Rhine-Neckar-Triangle
Retail trade concept
Regional network Rhine-Neckar
EQUAL (EU programme for the promotion of employment)
Cooperation in the field of training

x Commissioning of the S-Bahn (express train) in 2003
x Extension of the tram system to Sandhausen/Walldorf, Wiesloch,
Schwetzingen and Schriesheim
Cooperation at the regional and inter-community level in the past
four years

economy

Ò

environment

Ò

housingpolicy

Î

social matters

Î

traffic

Ò

culture

Ò
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Selected decisions taken/projects initiated since the editorial
deadline
x On 25 April 2002, the City Council adopted a resolution
concerning the new ICE route and the preservation and
strengthening of the main station of Mannheim as an adequate
ICE stop.
x Initiation of a modification procedure with respect to "largespace retail trade of regional importance" by the regional
association Unterer Neckar.
x MVV, HSB and VBL plan to enter into a regional alliance to set
up a competitive public transport enterprise in the RhineNeckar-Triangle (November 2001).

Regional Landscape Park, Rhine-Neckar-Palatinate
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10. Cross-Sectional Concerns
Sound Budgeting
For the implementation of the STEP targets the City of Heidelberg made
investments to an amount of approximately 149 million DM between
1997 and 2000. 21 million DM spent on investments were taken from
the urban renewal trust property and the PES programme. The
investments of the City-owned companies SWH, HSB, GGH and
Heidelberger Dienste amounted to about 445 million DM during this
period of time.
In the past four years, the revenues of the City of Heidelberg have
increased, which has enabled the City to come a good deal closer to
inter-generative justice (i.e. each generation bears and finances its share
of resource consumption). Despite growing burdens, it was possible to
avoid new debts and to keep stable the per capita level of debt, which
continues to be one of the lowest among the large towns and cities
within Baden-Württemberg and Germany on the whole.

Participation of the citizens of Heidelberg
The City of Heidelberg adopted new ways in order to encourage its
citizens to participate in the development of framework concepts for the
districts and in the preparation of the Wieblingen/Schollengewann
project. The possibilities of co-determination of young people were
improved by the participation of the Youth Council. In future, too,
intensive efforts will be necessary to reach those citizens who do not
belong to the group of "motivated professionals" who are well
informed, due to their attendance at meetings organised by the City of
Heidelberg.

Variety of lifestyles
The social infrastructure of Heidelberg in the public as well as in the
private sphere is presently undergoing a radical change and this must
remain so in future if sustainable ways of life are to be supported and
freedom of choice and equal opportunities to be enhanced.

Gender equality
In the last few years women in Heidelberg were able to strengthen their
position in the labour market. The general discrimination of women in
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their jobs could, however, not be eliminated. Local politics is now
putting more emphasis on the security interests of women.
43% of the members of the City Council newly elected in 1999 are
women, i.e. almost one third more than in the last legislative period of
the City Council. In the district advisory councils the share of women is
still at 32%. As to the City Administration the proportion of women in
the senior grade service is too low compared to the overall number of
senior service employees.

Migration and intercultural orientation
The integration of foreign inhabitants without German citizenship has
continuously improved over the last years. However, the education of
the children of migrants is not yet satisfactory, and provision for senior
foreigners must be extended as well as the special provisions for migrant
girls.

The University as an important partner
The close cooperation between the City Administration and the City
Development Department, on the one hand, and the University, on the
other, will continue if proposed developments such as the further
development of Heidelberg as a Science City, the traffic development of
the Neuenheimer Feld, the development of the Bergheim district, topics
such as security in the Neuenheimer Feld, the application for inclusion
onto the World Cultural Heritage List and others are realised. This also
applies to the other large research institutions such as DKFZ, EMBL, MaxPlanck-Institute etc. and to scientific publishers.

Cooperation at local level in development projects
The City of Heidelberg supports development projects at local level in
Brazil, Rwanda, Peru, Nicaragua and South Africa. This type of
cooperation contributes to the idea of the Local Agenda all the more if it
is supported and promoted by the population, but also by individuals,
institutions and companies.
Selected decisions taken/projects initiated since the editorial
deadline
x Documentation of the “First Heidelberg Agenda Days”, 21 - 23
September 2000
x “Pass on” - Neighbourhood service in Bergheim since March
2002.
x Meeting of teachers: The Local Agenda and the schools, 23 Oct
01
x Public transport information for new citizens since July 2001
x Agreement between the City of Heidelberg and the University
on the application of the planning guideline with respect to the
safeguarding of social standards in the case of construction
projects in the City of Heidelberg – improvement of safety and
safety awareness, dated 23 April 2002.
x Second report on the implementation of the agreement on the
promotion of equality of women (CC 6 February 02, no. 7/02)
x Participation of a representative of the University in the
conversational circle "Culture in the City”
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11. Where do we stand? What
are our achievements?
Summary
Heidelberg today
Heidelberg can consider itself happy, because it suffers neither from a
growth nor a decrease in population. Migration losses are set off by
supra-regional movements. The number of inhabitants is stable if that
part of the population, which "only" has its secondary residence in
Heidelberg, is included.
At present, Heidelberg, as an attractive place to live and work, does not
have the problems of other cities, e.g. cities with declining industries.
Although the structural crisis in the producing sector has not yet been
completely overcome, a clear economic upward trend can be
recognised. The demographic change with a shift in the age pattern has
so far been inconspicuous and will remain so until 2010. Problems of
integration as a result of the migration processes can only be noticed in
a few quarters, but here they cannot be ignored.
As can be seen from this, Heidelberg is not affected to the same extent
as other cities by problems in connection with the city development. The
budgetary situation is definitely better than in 1997. The number of
workplaces offered in Heidelberg is at its highest with 94,500. The
absolute number of people out of work is significantly lower than four
years ago. The unemployment rate decreased to the level of 1992. The
housing market on the whole is more relieved, however, at prices, which
many households cannot afford. This is why there is a high demand for
inexpensive dwellings.
The commuter volume (subject to social insurance) beyond the city
boundary of Heidelberg has increased by 12% within four years,
applying especially to commuters leaving the City. Despite great efforts,
CO2 emissions as well as land exploitation within the City have further
increased. As far as the latter is concerned, activities are concentrated on
areas not yet fully exploited as well as on gaps to be infilled.
On the whole, Heidelberg has further improved its position as a
preferred location for living and for the economy in recent years. At the
same time, there have been enhancements in the quality of the
environment. The vast majority of the citizens of Heidelberg share this
view. Within the framework of a survey, two thirds of them said that
there had been improvements in the quality of life in the past few years.
97% of all male and female citizens of Heidelberg like living here, 64%
actually like it very much. The majority of tenants, i.e. 83%, are satisfied
with their housing situation and enjoy living in their surroundings. Only
some of them say that they often feel alone. The longer people live in
Heidelberg the more they identify with the City. The traffic situation was
the most controversial issue. As shown by a comprehensive study, people
are of the opinion that the environmental compound system need to be
improved significantly. It is a matter of fact, especially for young adults,
that environmental protection must be further promoted. However, not
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all citizens of Heidelberg benefit from this development. Some environmental quality objectives have not yet been reached. Therefore, there
are still numerous tasks to accomplish, in particular in the face of global
responsibility and the criteria to be met to support a sustainable
development.
In the meantime, more than four years have passed since the City Development Plan, Heidelberg's Local Agenda 21, was adopted. If you have a
look at the work completed during this time, you will see that the City
of Heidelberg has begun to implement almost all of the targets laid
down in the City Development Plan, which are in its area of responsibility, or has initiated the appropriate measures designed to meet them.
The implementation of most of the targets is an ongoing task.
All tasks included in the target statements of the City Development Plan,
which required special concepts, e.g. a free space concept or a
community-based eco-system concept, have been accomplished.
Experience gained in the implementation of the targets
On the whole, the experience gained in the implementation of the
targets and guidelines of the City Development Plan Heidelberg 2010
shows that,
f Some of the targets can hardly be met without appropriate changes
of the legal framework conditions or regulations. This especially
applies to a speed limit of 30 km on certain streets, to social housing
construction programmes as well as to questions of migration.
f As far as the retail trade and the traffic are concerned the success of
implementation is highly dependent on regional aspects. Therefore,
cooperation in this field must be as close as possible.
f More comprehensive information would facilitate the target-oriented
activities. Thus, a study dealing with the standard of living in
Heidelberg (poverty study) would help to ascertain the actual poverty
risks in the City and would make it easier to take preventive
measures.
f Children and adolescents must be at the forefront of numerous
measures in the different target areas because they are tomorrows
inhabitants of a city capable of managing the future.
f The dialogue between the different generations and cultures must
continue to be fostered in order to avoid any eventual apparent
target conflicts in infrastructure policy to the advantage of one or the
other social group.
f Resolute commitment will still be necessary in the future to cope with
the challenge of achieving equal rights for men and women. This
does not only apply to personnel development within the administration but also to all external tasks to be accomplished by the local
authorities. The procedures employed to reach this goal must be subject to continuous development.
fIn the future it will be become more and more important that the
City of Heidelberg encourages and organises the appropriate
processes and shifts activities such as projects and measures to other
partners instead of performing them itself. Its role is rather to initiate,
moderate and support such processes.
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f It is the right approach to not only convey the principle of
sustainability within the administration, but first and foremost to the
citizens of Heidelberg. The reason for this is that a consensus of all
social groups is necessary to make sure that Heidelberg becomes a
city, which is able to manage the future. The implementation process
of the Agenda 21 also requires changes in behaviour. The biggest
challenge in this context is to close the gap between consciousness
and concrete action and the newly founded Agenda Office should
not bear full responsibility for this. To support the citizens of
Heidelberg in their attempt to change their behaviour in order to
create a city, which is able to face the future remains a very
important task. The City of Heidelberg must give a good example
now and in future.
f Culture must not be neglected as a "soft" location-favourable factor.
f The subject referring to more intensive land use must not be
restricted to housing but must also include the industrial sector and
consider the use of infrastructure facilities. If CO2 values are to be
reduced it is necessary to make better use of cubage than it has been
the case so far. Energy saving concepts must have an area-wide
effect, and must not be restricted to individual measures.
f It is the correct approach to put emphasis on urban variety and
segregation as well as on a city of short distances.
f The prerequisites for the implementation of a sustainable city
development are that supposed opponents become partners and
that ecology, economy and social balance are reconciled. In order to
be successful it is necessary to identify possible conflicts and to solve
them together.
f Budget consolidation must never be at the expense of preventive
measures. Otherwise apparent savings measures may lead to high
follow-up costs.
f At present, there is no necessity to update the City Development
Plan. The guidelines and targets are still sufficient to show the way
for the future of Heidelberg. In view of the current development of
the population it seems, however, expedient to prepare a new
prognosis of the housing requirements for the next Housing
Development Programme. In order to be able to better consider the
interests of the various social groups in construction and planning
projects a social compatibility check should ensure social qualities.
What lies ahead?
Since the implementation of the majority of the objectives of the City
Development Plan is a permanent task, it is important to always
remember these goals and to continually review what has been
achieved. This will also be done in future. In so doing, it will be useful to
establish a project grid and an indicator system on the basis of the long
version in order to obtain the desired control information more easily
and at shorter intervals. The programme "Cities of the Future" and the
“Local Natural Budget Management project” form the foundations. An
additional form required for all city council submissions and allowing for
an allocation of the projects to the targets of the City Development Plan
would be the basis for an appropriate project pattern, which would
provide information about decisive target conflicts.
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As already stated previously, many of the targets are an ongoing task. If
the policy of a sustainable city development is to be pursued continually
and rigorously, with Heidelberg able to defend its position as a frontrunner, then the "First Report on the Implementation of the City
Development Plan" has already fulfilled its task.
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Pictures
S. 8
S. 9
S. 10
S. 11
S. 12
S. 18 to 21
S. 22
S. 23
S. 26
S. 28
S. 30
S. 31
S. 34
S. 35
S. 37
S. 37

City Planning Office
DKFZ (German Cancer Research Institute)
Stefan Kresin
Gender Equity Office
Office for Environmental Protection, Energy and Health
Office for Environmental Protection, Energy and Health
HSB (Heidelberg Public Transport Service)
Stefan Kresin
Children and Youth Office, children construction site in the
Emmertsgrund district
Office of social Welfare and Senior Citizens
Public Library
Heidelberg Cultural Services
Neighbourhood Association Heidelberg - Mannheim
Raumordnungsverband Rhein-Neckar
Youth Welfare Office, children construction site in the
Emmertsgrund district
Agenda Office

All others:
Office of City Development and Statistics
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